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We move into 2015 having invested £112 million into  
over 330 businesses, to date. We were delighted to pass 
the £100 million investment mark in the summer last year 
and we continue to see a healthy pipeline of potential 
investments for the final year ahead. This is a credit to 
our Fund Manager teams and we would like to thank 
them for all their hard work over the last four years.

ICaeW reported at the end of Q4, 2014 that confidence 
amongst businesses in the North West is up and in line 
with improving confidence businesses in the region 
expect the strong performance to continue for the 
next 12 months. Capital expenditure has accelerated 
to 4.4% over the past year, up from 2.4% in 2013 
and while strong prospects for future growth are a 
key factor behind the rise in investments being made, 
improvements in credit markets have also played a role. 
This has been reflected in the strong reduction in the 
number of businesses reporting problems accessing 
capital as a greater challenge, so the market place has 
certainly changed considerably since The North West 
Fund was launched in 2010.

We continue our focus in the Liverpool City Region and 
are also working towards securing a future programme 
supported by european monies so that we can hopefully 
launch a second North West Fund on behalf of the five 
North West Local enterprise Partnerships.

We have a busy year ahead ensuring that The Fund  
is fully invested for the benefit of the region and would 
like to take this opportunity to thank all of our key 
partners and stakeholders for their continued support.

I hope you enjoy the rest of the Newsletter which features  
case studies from some of our exciting investments 
with an update on the progress they are making since 
receiving investment from The North West Fund.

I hope you enjoy the Newsletter.

Kind regards

Cliff Maylor

CEO of North West Business Finance Ltd, 
which manages The North West Fund

Follow us
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WELCOME
to the first edition of InSPIrE  
for 2015...

Let me start by wishing you  
a happy new year from myself and  
the team at The north West Fund. 
after four years we are now in the 
final year of this investment cycle,  
as the remainder of our money  
has to be invested by the  
31st December.
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We are now into our final year of investment for this 
programme, having supported 333 businesses with  
over £112 million and we are pleased that private sector  
co-funding has contributed a further £70 million, bringing 
the total value of investments to more than £180 million. 

We are beginning to see the significant impact that The Fund  
is having on the north West economy. Many of the businesses  
we invested in over the last four years are moving into new 
markets, launching new products or services, diversifying  
or recruiting more staff. Through our portfolio of over  
330 businesses we have already created or safeguarded  
in the region of 3,000 jobs – a figure which will continue  
to increase as the companies grow. 

The pipeline of investments is also looking strong for our 
final year of investment, with some investments already 
being made across the region by our dedicated sub-funds. 

Our fund managers within the sub-funds have made 
investments in a broad range of high quality businesses 
during 2014, highlights include;

/  Oldham-based manufacturer, Quantum Profile Systems 
Limited received a seven-figure funding package from 
Lloyds Bank commercial Banking and The North West 
Fund for Loans Plus.

/  The North West Fund for Mezzanine’s investment  
into Winning Pitch, the rapidly growing national 
coaching and business support specialist, headquartered  
in the north West. 

/  a husband and wife team from cumbria who run, ethical 
outdoor lifestyle brand, Millican, secured a six-figure 
investment from The North West Fund for Venture 
Capital and private investors.

The north West Fund celebrated a number of key milestones in 2014 and 
completed the 12 months to December, investing £32 million in 95 businesses.

/  Franklin Energy Limited which installs electrical vehicle 
charging systems was set up with investment from the 
newly launched North West Fund for Micro Loans.

/  Liverpool-based Videregen, which is attempting to create 
the World’s first commercially available tissue engineered 
stem cell organ replacement product, received investment 
from The North West Fund for Biomedical. 

/  The North West Fund for Digital & Creative’s 
investment into Manchester-based Rormix, which helps 
users discover music videos by independent and emerging 
artists via a mobile app and youTube multi-channel network. 

/  Merseyside-based business, UMLECO which is in the 
process of exploiting its hydrogen diesel combustion 
technology in commercial vehicles, secured a £150,000 
investment from The North West Fund for Energy  
& Environmental. 

We are proud of the positive impact our funding is having  
on the region, in terms of economic growth and employment.  
Businesses here will need to be able to access alternative 
finance in the years ahead if this growth is to continue. 

This year is hugely important for The north West Fund, we must  
invest the remaining capital before 31st December 2015  
and we are aware that this date is fast approaching. 
Therefore, we continue to work closely with our stakeholders 
at the European regional Development Fund and the 
European Investment Bank as well as each of the north West 
Local Enterprise Partnerships. 

The details of a successor north West JErEMIE programme 
are still to be finalised but the initial feedback is positive and 
we see a strong demand for alternative forms of loan and 
venture capital finance across the region. however, it is clear 
that a second programme like, ‘The north West Fund’ would 
boost the funding available to north West businesses and 
help to ensure continuity and stability in economic growth.

LOOkING FORWARD 
TO CONTINUED 
STRONG GROWTH 



‘WE ARE bEGINNING TO SEE 
THE SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
THAT THE FUND IS HAVING ON 
THE NORTH WEST ECONOMY.’
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 “WE bELIEVE THIS IS A FAST 
GROWING MARkETPLACE AND 
WE ARE VERY PLEASED TO bE 
SUPPORTING THE bUSINESS.”
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING 
COMPANY POWERS UP 
GROWTH PLANS WITH 
FUNDING FROM  
 THE NORTH WEST FUND

caSE STuDy

Franklin energy Limited (www.franklinenergy.co.uk)  
was established in November 2013 to develop an electric 
vehicle charging infrastructure throughout the North West. 

The business was set up by founder Rob Byrne, formerly  
a project manager who graduated from the University  
of Liverpool with a degree in engineering. He was recently 
joined by technical director Dan Leaper a Cambridge 
University graduate. 

electric vehicles offer significant economic and 
environmental benefits over the combustion engine,  
and cost on average 2p per mile to run, resulting in 80% 
cheaper running costs. 

Rob Byrne said: “Our vision is to create a network of 
rapid electric Vehicle (eV) charging centres, powered by 
renewable energy sources and managed smartly through 
balancing the local grid supply and demand of electricity. 
In order for the UK to meet stringent emission targets, 
it’s essential we de-carbonise both the production and 
consumption of energy.”

The shift to ultra-low emission vehicles is being supported 
by the government which has pledged over £300 million 
of funding towards the upfront costs of eligible vehicles  
to consumers and businesses and £30 million to match 
fund eight recharging infrastructure pilot projects. 

Franklin energy directors invested alongside The North 
West Fund for Micro Loans. The Fund’s investment  
was made by Merseyside Special Investment Fund (MSIF) 
which jointly manages the Micro Loan Fund with  
Business Finance Solutions. 

a new business which installs electrical vehicle charging systems has been  
set up with investment from The north West Fund for Micro Loans.

Commenting on receiving the funding, Rob said: 
“The greatest achievement for the business so far is 
undoubtedly the successful fund raising for a company 
that has been trading less than a year. This wouldn’t 
have been achieved without the comprehensive 60 page 
business plan or key relationships with clients. 

“We have already won a contract with property developer 
Countryside Properties in Rainhill and are also working on 
a project with Mersey Travel to develop a rapid charging 
network throughout the six boroughs of Merseyside  
for electric taxis. 

“We are working with local authorities, private sector 
and the public and are accredited by the office for low 
emission vehicles.

“MSIF have been very supportive and their investment has 
already allowed us to launch our website and move into 
new business premises in central Liverpool. The remaining 
funding will support further growth plans as we take on 
new contracts and staff. Without securing investment,  
this rapid growth wouldn’t have been possible.” 

Sue Chambers, investment manager at MSIF, which jointly 
manages The North West Fund for Micro Loans, said: 

“There has been a huge drive to decarbonise UK transport 
and the government has made funding provisions and 
incentives to encourage the use of electrical vehicles.

“Rob has years of experience in the engineering sector 
and has established a strong support team to enable the 
business to complete installation projects. We believe this 
is a fast growing marketplace and we are very pleased  
to be supporting the business.”
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These latest developments have been made possible  
by the final round of a £500,000 phased investment  
from The North West Fund for Venture Capital which  
is managed by enterprise Ventures.

The company behind the successful ManFLu product range has marked  
a new milestone in its development.

Health and Wellbeing Brands has secured distribution 
deals with Sainsbury’s, Ocado, amazon and independent 
pharmacies for the launch of its second product range 
Mumkind, a pregnancy nutrition brand. It is also gearing 
up its operation with a move to new premises in  
Newton-le-Willows and has appointed Ursula Hirschberg 
as Operations Manager.

COMPANY bEHIND 
‘MANFLU’ PRODUCTS MEETS 
ExPANSION MILESTONE

caSE STuDy
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Health and Wellbeing Brands was founded four years 
ago when Jonathan evans launched MaNFLU Hot or Shot 
comfort drink. The funding has enabled the company 
to expand its product range to include MaNFLU Lozzers, 
MaNFLU Instant energy tablets and new flagship launch 
MaNFLU Daily Defence. MaNFLU products are available 
in Boots, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, asda, Waitrose, Lloyds and 
pharmacies nationwide.

Ursula has over 20 years’ experience in procurement 
and operations, and previously worked for a company 
specialising in gluten-free foods. Her appointment will 
allow the company to focus on new opportunities and 
bringing new products to market.

Ursula said: “I feel very proud to be part of the team 
at Health and Wellbeing Brands. The company has 
experienced significant growth and has huge potential 
for the future. I’m looking forward to supporting the 
team as we continue to bring new products to market.” 

Jonathan added: “We are delighted to welcome Ursula to 
the team. She is highly experienced and with her support, 
we already have some exciting plans in place for the future.  
For example, the launch of our Mumkind product 
range – a new concept aimed at mums-to-be and busy 
new mums whose needs are not being met by current 
offerings. It will allow us to broaden our target market. 
We plan to take advantage of new opportunities and see 
plenty of scope to achieve our growth targets and move 
into the premier league of healthcare companies.”

Will Clark of enterprise Ventures, which manages  
The North West Fund for Venture Capital, said:  
“MaNFLU is well on the way to becoming a nationally 
recognised brand and we expect that Mumkind will enjoy 
the same success. We are pleased that we have been able 
to support the business at each stage of its growth.

“With £24.2 million invested and £9.3 million raised in 
additional funding, The North West Fund for Venture 
Capital is clearly playing an important role in the region’s 
economic revival.”

“THE COMPANY HAS ExPERIENCED 
SIGNIFICANT GROWTH AND HAS HUGE 
POTENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE.”
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a Southport wholesaler which sells seasonal goods was able to stock up in time 
for christmas thanks to a £250,000 loan from The north West Fund for Loans 
Plus managed by FW capital.

The loan allowed Mail Order Online to recruit a number 
of full time staff as well as providing the company with 
the growth capital to purchase additional stock and some 
racking for its warehouse to meet increasing demand. 

The additional stock and staff have contributed towards 
another successful Christmas for Mail Order Online,  
as the company was able to take advantage of the 
increase in sales over the busy Christmas period. 

Mail Order Online has grown year-on-year since brothers 
John and Steven Rushton established the business in 2010 
with fellow director Paul Huckstepp.

With sales up significantly in 2011, the company moved  
to a new 14,000 sq. ft. distribution centre and by 2014  
it had taken on an adjacent warehouse and now occupies 
28,000 sq ft.

Strong sales over Christmas 2012 then enabled the 
company to introduce a range of pet products, boosting 
revenues and evening out seasonality in the business.

“Our Christmas business has gone from strength to 
strength since we started up in 2010 and we’re continuing 
to expand it through our weRchristmas brand, recognised 
for quality and value. We’ve also expanded and diversified 
into product lines we can sell all year round.

“Stock availability is crucial to us and we’ve focused 
on building an effective global supplier base to meet 
growing demand. The loan from The North West Fund 
for Loans Plus enabled us to capitalise on an opportunity 
to purchase a large amount of stock to sell over the 
Christmas period,” Mail Order Online’s Director,  
Paul Huckstepp explained.

FW Capital Investment executive, graham Ingham worked 
with Paul and his team to agree the loan. He said: “The Mail  
Order Online team have focused on key parts of their 
operation to build a sustainable and profitable business 
which is continuing to attract and retain customers. 
Managing costs and having the right stock available  
at the right margins is key to their success.

“FW Capital agreed the loan from The North West Fund  
for Loans Plus within weeks, enabling the company to take 
advantage of a significant Christmas stock opportunity. 
Mail Order Online has already recruited a number of  
full-time staff to cope with the increased demand it’s  
now seeing for the new stock it purchased.”

MERSEYSIDE WHOLESALER 
bUILDS STOCk LEVELS AND 
RECRUITS NEW STAFF TO 
MEET INCREASED DEMAND

caSE STuDy
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“MANAGING COSTS 
AND HAVING THE RIGHT 
STOCk AVAILAbLE AT 

THE RIGHT MARGINS IS 
kEY TO THEIR SUCCESS.”
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FORMISIMO
The Business: Online analytics start-up, Formisimo recruited 
eight new staff in four months during 2014. The company 
which is based at Mediacity is helping some of the World’s 
leading brands improve online sales through conversion  
rate optimisation.

Fund: The north West Fund for Digital & creative

Tom New, Co-founder, Formisimo: 

“Securing investment and building our team  
to ten in four months has been key to our success. 
Finding a group of people with the right skills and 
attitude, who are also keen to work for a start-up  
isn’t easy, but we have a great team. This growth  
in resource has impacted the product, the sales 
process and the future. If we’d have grown  
organically we would have lost ground.”

Many of our entrepreneurs have inspiring stories to tell about their 
growth aspirations and achievements, here are a selection of the  
Inspiring Entrepreneurs who featured in our InSPIrE newsletter in 2014...

STOPFORD PROJECTS
The Business: Industry-leading process technology, energy 
and environment consultancy, Stopford Projects, has bases 
in Ellesmere Port and at Lancaster university’s Environment 
centre. The company secured investment to develop the 
business strategy in the uK and overseas markets, allowing 
Stopford to realise its growth potential. 

Fund: The north West Fund for Energy & Environmental

Prith Rajendran, Managing Director, Stopford: 

“Receiving the £1 million investment from  
The North West Fund has been key to our growth plans. 
The finance is being used to support our cutting-edge  
development R&D activities across the North West, 
the UK and overseas.”

1212 / www.thenorthwestfund.co.uk

INSPIRING 
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PROkYMA TECHNOLOGIES
The Business: ProKyma is working with the university of 
Liverpool to develop a ground-breaking new cancer test.  
The project is currently in the research phase but the team  
is working towards creating a personalised blood test  
to measure the level of cancer cells in a patient’s blood. 

Fund: The north West Fund for Biomedical

Damian Bond, CEO, ProKyma Technologies: 

“Investment from The North West Fund for Biomedical 
has helped to maintain a commercial focus to this 
project – all too often these projects can become 
academic driven and lose sight of critical features 
of a final product, such as pricing, performance and 
reproducibility. The team at The Fund are up-to-speed 
with the value of bioscience breakthroughs and  
fully understand what we are hoping to achieve  
as a company.”

FUSION IMPLANTS
The Business: Fusion Implants, a spin-out from the 
university of Liverpool, has developed a surgical implant  
to cure lameness and restore mobility in dogs. Their new  
device the Fusion TTa for use in cruciate ligament stabilisation 
is already being sold to veterinary hospitals throughout  
the uK and will be launched in Europe and the uS within  
the coming months. 

Fund: The north West Fund for Venture capital

Dr Dan Jones, General Manager, Fusion Implants: 

“Securing finance from The North West Fund will 
allow us to develop the product further. Our future 
plans include working closely with our veterinary 
surgeon customers to provide the next generation  
of animal implants. In particular we will be working  
on a range of hip implants to suit specific breeds.”

REkOOP
The Business: Manchester-based legal software company 
rekoop is looking to expand with the backing of a loan from 
The north West Fund for Loans Plus. The funding is allowing 
the company to recruit additional staff, develop android and 
Windows versions of its cloud-based software package, and 
continue to expand its international client base. 

Fund: The north West Fund for Loans Plus

Benn Latham, Chief Financial Officer, Rekoop: 

“With the backing of the loan from The North West Fund 
for Loans Plus we can expand our team in the North West  
and continue developing our software. This will 
strengthen our competitive advantage considerably 
and enable us to focus on new opportunities, both in  
the UK and abroad.”

CHARGEPOINT
The Business: chargePoint, based in Speke, supplies 
precision containment valves to some of the world’s largest 
pharmaceutical and chemicals businesses, providing accurate 
and safe means of transferring powders from one vessel  
to another during the production process. 

Fund: The north West Fund for Mezzanine

Chris Eccles, Managing Director, ChargePoint: 

“We have identified opportunities to increase sales in 
emerging markets, in particular the Far East, and to 
expand into other sectors including bio-pharmaceutical. 
This investment will allow us to pursue our growth 
plans and create more jobs at our manufacturing 
facility in Speke, Liverpool.”
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‘IT SEEMS WE ARE 
ALL ENTERING THE 
NEW YEAR WITH AN 
OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOk’.
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A POSITIVE OUTLOOk FOR 
ANOTHER STRONG YEAR

60%

It is clear that small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are the 
life blood of the uK economy, and therefore play a key role in 
driving the prosperity of the north West. 

currently, uK SMEs employ almost 60% of the private sector 
workforce and account for almost half of all private sector 
turnover. Our role at The north West Fund is to support these 
vital businesses with finance, in order to stimulate growth  
and employment. 

according to the latest IcaEW/Grant Thornton uK Business 
confidence Monitor (BcM), business confidence in  
the north West increased for the final quarter of 2014.  
This is in contrast to the cooling results for the uK as a whole. 

The same report also reveals that in the north West there has 
been a strong reduction in the number of businesses reporting 
problems accessing capital. This is very positive news for us 
– it is imperative that businesses are aware of all the options 
available to them. Being able to access the right type of finance 
at the right time allows businesses to grow and create jobs. 

It seems we are all entering the new year with an optimistic 
outlook. For The north West Fund, this is certainly the case, 
after another strong performance in 2014. During last year we 
celebrated a number of key milestones, having invested over 
£100 million in more than 300 businesses. In fact, we finished 
the year having supported over 330 businesses with more than 
£112 million invested. 

We are also pleased that private sector co-funding has 
contributed a further £70 million and through our portfolio  
of businesses we have created or safeguarded in the region  
of 3,000 jobs. 

all of our remaining capital must be invested by  
31st December 2015, making this a particularly important  
year for us and our fund managers. 

It is great to hear that companies which attracted investment 
over the past four years are growing, winning new orders 
and creating new jobs. Some of our businesses, like health 
and Wellbeing Brands Ltd, mentioned in this newsletter, have 
also received follow-on investment and are becoming strong, 
established businesses that are positively contributing to the 
north West economy. 

By Malcolm Edge, chairman of north West Business Finance,  
which manages The north West Fund

uK SMEs EMPLOy aLMOST

OF ThE PrIVaTE SEcTOr WOrKFOrcE  
 anD accOunT FOr aLMOST haLF  
OF aLL PrIVaTE SEcTOr TurnOVEr

We are absolutely determined to continue to push The Fund 
forward and we are committed to creating a strong and 
sustainable legacy in the north West, whilst at the same time, 
inspiring and supporting our entrepreneurs. 

It is important to us that sources of alternative finance remain 
accessible to businesses in the region. Therefore we continue 
to work closely with our stakeholders at the European regional 
Development Fund and the European Investment Bank. 

also, in collaboration with each of the north West Local 
Enterprise Partnerships we are considering the opportunity 
of launching a successor north West JErEMIE programme 
which would provide SME finance for the region beyond  
31st December. 

The details of a successor programme are still to be finalised  
but the initial feedback is positive and we are aware of the 
strong demand for alternative forms of loan and venture  
capital finance across the region. It is clear that a second  
north West Fund would boost the legacy funding available 
to north West businesses and help to ensure continuity and 
stability in economic growth. 

We have seen the funding landscape evolve considerably over 
recent years, but one consistency here in the north West has 
been the multitude of ambitious entrepreneurs and innovative 
businesses with the potential for growth. We would like to see 
this continue long into the future.
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We’Ve SUPPORTeD  
MORe THaN  
330 NORTH WEST 
bUSINESSES WITH  
OVeR £112 MILLION 
OF INVESTMENT.

Whether you are just starting up  
or seeking funding to take your  
company to the next level, 
investment of between  
£25,000 and £2 million from 
The north West Fund could  
be what you need to help  
your business flourish.

COULD YOU bE OUR NExT INVESTMENT?
Find out more at:  
www.thenorthwestfund.co.uk
 T: 01925 418 232 
E: enquiries@thenorthwestfund.co.uk

The north West Fund is a £155m investment fund, established to provide 
debt and equity funding from £25,000 to £2m to small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs) based in, or relocating to, the north West of England. 
all of our Fund Managers are authorised and regulated by the Financial 
conduct authority. We are unable to invest in retail businesses. Please 
check the website for a full breakdown of eligibility.

VeNTURe CaPITaL / MeZZaNINe / LOaNS PLUS / 
MICRO LOaNS / BIOMeDICaL / DIgITaL & CReaTIVe /  
eNeRgY & eNVIRONMeNTaL


